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OVER THE TOP

S

omehow the fact that whistler has the greatest

vertical drop—5,280 feet—of any ski area in North
America didn’t really sink in until I was peering nervously down the high-altitude trail called Burnt
Stew. I had heard that one of the best things about this resort
is that “experienced beginners” like me aren’t corralled on
slushy or skied-out lower slopes but can instead enjoy the
whole mountain like everyone else. It sounded terrific, but
this looked like something out of Downhill Racer. I felt a
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brief stab of longing for the bunny hill, and then, before I
had a chance to think twice, pointed my skis in the right
direction and pushed off.
Just over 40 years ago, there was nothing here. Blizzards
caused by damp Pacific air reaching the snowy crags of the
Coast Mountains in British Columbia reliably dumped
heavy snowfall on this secluded glacier-carved valley north
of Vancouver. A few hardy locals would hike into the backcountry around London Mountain to ski steep powder faces,
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The fresh, deep snow at Whistler, in
British Columbia, makes it one of the
best ski resorts in North America.
Go play outside by jane daniels lear
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This season’s record snow at Whistler—famous for its big, powder-filled bowls—has drawn hordes of Europeans from the less-fortunate Alps.
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As tempting as it was to tackle one mountain before lunch
and the other one after, a hotel concierge I shared an energy bar
with mid-mountain passed along some local wisdom: Taking
the lifts between the mountains wastes precious skiing time,
so pick one mountain for the day and stay with it. “And if
you’re on Blackcomb,” he called over his shoulder as he headed
off, “Go to the Crystal Hut and have the waffles for lunch!”
It wasn’t until I was halfway down Burnt Stew that I realized I wasn’t frowning with concentration anymore. I was, I
discovered, having a wonderful time. In fact, I was flying, in a
casual, cruisey kind of way that was entirely new to me. The
long, winding, beautifully groomed run is more inspiring than
intimidating; there are no unnervingly sharp turns or trafficclogged intersections to speak of; and the views from above
the tree line are panoramic. I ended up down in the village
winded, exhilarated, and starving.

A

rchitecturally speaking, Whistler Village could be de-

scribed as an alpine Disneyland, albeit one with music
from a Warren Miller video blaring out of almost every
open door. But the people who work in the shops and restaurants that line the meandering pedestrian plaza are so nice that
poking fun just seems mean-spirited. Most are under 30, enviably fit, and glowing with health. “I work to play,” explained one
waiter-snowboarder from Ontario. “In the summer, I’m a wilderness guide on the Great Lakes.”
Whistler’s best restaurants leave resort culture behind and
instead focus on the extraordinary Pacific Rim bounty you
see in Vancouver and Seattle. Dinner—a dozen impeccable
oysters, say, followed by wild Arctic caribou loin, a splendid
B.C. red, and one of the region’s glorious ice wines to finish—
necessitates a stroll afterward down a cobblestone lane. Lamplight and lazily drifting snowflakes work their magic, turning
the absurdly quaint village into something mysterious and
beautiful. One evening, a leaflet taped to a storefront caught
my eye. “Ziptrek Ecotours,” I read. “Zip through the treetops of
ancient rainforest.” Rainforest? Zipping? I was hooked. R
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but that was about it. Summer was the high season, and all the
action centered on rustic lakefront lodges crammed with fishing rods, canoe paddles, and enthusiastically daubed watercolors. Then, in 1965, one year after the area got its first paved
road and electricity, a few savvy businessmen intent on hosting the Winter Olympics built the first T-bars on London. The
mountain soon bore the more evocative name Whistler, after
the shrill cry of the marmots that inhabit it, although I’ve yet
to meet anyone who has ever heard (or seen) one.
Even today—when condominiums in Whistler Village are
among Canada’s most expensive and the golden rings of the
2010 Winter Olympics have been grasped tight—the resort
remains relatively laid-back and glitz-free. All you need to do
is look up at Whistler and its massive sister mountain, Blackcomb, to realize that the civilized veneer over this brooding
expanse of wilderness is as thin as birch bark.
Snowfall averages 396 inches a year, and more than 30 lifts
and 200 marked trails cover about 8,000 acres of skiable terrain.
The options are a little overwhelming. After your chair ascends
through rain, fog, and clouds—the low elevation and proximity
to the ocean make for plenty of wet weather—into the glory of
a sunny springtime day, it can be hard to figure out where to go
first. That’s where the mountain hosts come in. These volunteers are ever willing to answer questions (“Where’s the best
secret stash of powder?”) and give directions or complimentary
tours. When I asked a senior host why he’d been volunteering
for 40 years, his answer was as forthright as the look in his eyes.
“I just love the mountain,” he said.
I discovered that Whistler is famous for its wide-open alpine bowls (natural formations shaped like catchers’ mitts)
full of untouched powder, whereas Blackcomb has more tree
runs, glaciers, and narrow, steeply pitched couloirs, or chutes,
that an expert skier will simply drop into without a moment’s
hesitation. No wonder the place speaks to Europeans fleeing
the snowless Alps; at this writing, there are 31 feet of snow on
the ground, and a quick peek at Whistler’s webcams tells me
more is coming down hard and fast.
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After the day’s last run, soak in the sybaritic splendor of the Four Seasons’ heated pool. The next morning, sticky buns at Ciao-Thyme Bistro.

The next morning, I braced myself for disappointment,
thinking I might be in for a scaled-up kiddie ride. But no. After
being outfitted with harness and helmet, our small group of
thrill-seekers bounced up the valley between Whistler and
Blackcomb in a burly little Sno-Cat, then hiked above the torrent that is Fitzsimmons Creek during the spring thaw. Our two
guides seemed extremely alert to everything going on around
us. “Bears are waking up,” one explained. Surrounding us was
all that remains of the coastal temperate rainforest that once
rippled in a lush ribbon from California to Canada.
It was primeval. Some of the hemlocks and Douglas firs we
passed were anywhere from 500 to 1,000 years old. Their mossy
canopies, swaying hundreds of feet above the ground, have a
highly specialized ecosystem all their own, and the deeply
grooved bark at their base can be up to a foot thick, able to
withstand forest fires. After climbing a series of wooden stair-

cases built into the mountainside, we walked gingerly along a
suspension bridge and found ourselves on a timber observation deck high in the boughs of an immense fir. Stretching out
before us, about 200 feet over the rushing creek, was a network
of steel cables that glinted dully in the sun. Carefully engineered so that no harm comes to the rainforest, they zigzag
across the gorge from tree deck to tree deck, from Whistler to
Blackcomb and back. The cables range in length from 80 to
2,000 feet, and the heavier you are, the faster you go—up to
50 miles an hour—especially if you curl yourself into a human
cannonball. Before I knew it, I was on a step below the tree
deck, literally teetering on the edge of an abyss. My harness
had been snugged up and snapped onto a thrumming cable,
and all that was holding me there was a guide’s steady hands
on my shoulders. This is a far cry from the bunny hill, I thought.
And then I was flying.◊

the details
STAYING THERE

EATING THERE

Living it up at Whistler means staying at
the Four Seasons Resort Whistler (888935-2460; fourseasons.com/whistler; from
$369). If you take advantage of the “Ski
Lite” package, you can arrive minus
equipment and ski clothes and be kitted
out with all the latest demo gear. Just
down the road is the Fairmont Chateau
Whistler (800-606-8244; fairmont.com/
whistler; from $169), another top-drawer
accommodation. In Whistler Village, the
boutique Adara Hotel (866-502-3272;
adarahotel.com; from $140) fills its bright,
chic rooms with iPod docks, glossy fauxmink throws, and French-press coffeepots.

Araxi Restaurant & Bar (4222 Village
Square; 604-932-4540) has been at the
top of the Whistler food scene for
25 years, and after enjoying a few icy shoals
of oysters on the half shell and some
meaty Alaskan scallops, I understood why.
Bearfoot Bistro (4121 Village Green;
604-932-3433) spoke to me more, though.
Perhaps it was the gleaming copper-andpewter “ice bar” into which you plunge
your footless Champagne flute. Or perhaps
it was the warmth and energy of executive
chef Melissa Craig, who dazzled me with
lamb raised in vaunted salt-air meadows,
velvety tamari-marinated black cod, and
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wild caribou loin. Rimrock Café (2117
Whistler Road; 604-932-5565), about a
10-minute drive away, specializes in
fish and game, and also serves an honest
rib eye with crisp fried onions. The
tiny Ciao-Thyme Bistro (across from the
Fairmont Chateau Whistler; 604-9327051) is famous for its breakfasts.

BEING THERE
Ice-climbing and heli-skiing are two winter
options; mountain biking and glacier ski
and snowboarding camps provide summer
entertainment. Ziptrek Ecotours (Carleton
Lodge, Whistler Village; 866-935-0001;
ziptrek.com) operates year-round. —J.D.L.
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